
7 Benefits of Formal Sales Training 

Hiring new sales employees may look easy to do. You can start hiring any time when 
looking for the best in an instant is a priority. 

The average turnover for sales organizations every year is 34%. In this total average, 
20% goes for employees terminated from their positions. 

As a sales manager, involuntary turnovers are necessary as bad hires can cost two and 
a half times of one’s salary. 

But filling open positions may take 6 months or longer. In fact, this happens most of 
the time to 71% of companies. 

In the end, termination isn’t the best solution in improving your company’s sales. It can 
even cost you more due to the time and energy consumed in finding replacements. 

Don’t you know you can be the key to solving this turnover problem? 

Great salespeople are made 

Talent and personality always make it in the shortlist. 

But characteristics such as charisma and motivation won’t create successful salespeople 
without the following: 

Company-defined sales strategy 

A company must set its own strategy and process in how its salespeople should offer its 
products/services to its target customers. 

Not having a clear view on who the market is, what the products/services are, and what 
the steps are causes disorganization. 

Your salespeople will do things their own way for selling, which encourages them to 
work with less effort. 

Clear organizational structure 

Your sales force must know their roles and responsibilities. 

Knowing the company structure allows them to figure out what to focus on and where 
to go to in solving problems outside their expertise. 

Attention in developing talent 
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Talent is the main factor in selecting a good candidate. But when it’s time for work, it 
can be left unused if it isn’t developed to fit in the tasks. 

Pay attention to these talents which can benefit the company and develop them by 
opening growth opportunities. 

Execution 

Effective execution can be achieved through compensation, recognition, and goal 

setting to keep your salespeople motivated. This is where you, as a sales manager, play 
a big role in providing guidance. 

Good support structure 

Molding the best salespeople is impossible without the experts who can support them. 
Insights can help everyone learn how they can improve each other’s performance. 

Never forget about those who voluntarily quit 

We’ve got people terminated because of bad work performance, but we also have cases 

of the best people quitting. 

Millennials are seen to quit faster as 44% say they’ll leave their jobs within two years. 

Insufficient compensation can be one of the reasons why the best salespeople quit, but 
there’s more than that. 

Here are top reasons why they quit: 

Lack of coaches and mentors 

New salespeople don’t only want to get a job so they can earn; they also look for 
leaders who can support them as a coach or mentor. 

They want a place where they can grow and be inspired. This encourages them to work 
hard and commit. 

Lack of sales tools 

Without the latest tools and platforms, millennial salespeople can lose productivity. 

Companies are now required to invest in modern technology which makes sales 
materials accessible through smartphones and tablets. 

No knowledge about using data 
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Proper analytic skills can help salespeople identify and target their customers using a 
unique approach to creating interest. 

No sales playbook to guide them 

A sales playbook contains the important components that help the seller understand 
every bit about the company, its products/services, and its market. 

It also helps the seller understand the industry, speak the language, have access to 

tools, and other factors that can help him/her improve. 

So how can you solve these problems? 

The key to solving all these problems that create bad employees and lose the best ones 
is through formal sale training. 

Companies that do formal sale training can have their revenue grow 9% faster than 
those who didn’t. 

To provide the best sale training for salespeople, sales managers must have the skills, 
characteristics, and desire to help their teams achieve success and work satisfaction. 

The 7 benefits of providing sale training 

Besides solving the problems mentioned, sale training helps the company earn more 
revenue while decreasing chances of having costly turnovers. 

And the good stuff doesn’t stop there. Here’s more: 

1. Strengthen company culture 

Sale training gives your sellers an idea on the specific goal the company focuses on. 

It unlocks secrets about the company’s target market, their interests, and what makes 
them decide to buy. 

Having common knowledge forms the company's unique culture. 

2. Form a single unique language 

If everyone understands each other, the more efficient their work is. In a sale training, 
sales mentors can hand out the same playbook for everyone to follow. 

Standard definitions and terms reduce miscommunications in the workplace. This also 
creates a consistent voice for the buyers. 



3. Create organizational ties 

Sale training isn’t only required for salespeople. Employees from other departments can 
join in too. 

Delivering sale training to teams outside sales can create understanding on how each 
process works and identify roles. 

Training all teams builds stronger ties and enhances teamwork. 

4. Less supervision needed 

Having a trained sales team decreases your worry about each’s performance. Less 
supervision is needed, which also means lesser supervision costs. 

5. Happier staff 

Training your staff makes them feel an important part of the company. 

Giving them guidance and tools to successfully meet the goals allows them to acquire 
deeper insights into what their customers need. This can give them ideas on what can 
help the company improve. 

6. Better customer service 

Sale training always includes improving your staff’s customer communication skills. 

Better sales skills teach salespeople in training to put more attention to what the 

customers want. 

Improved listening skills increase customer satisfaction, building the company’s loyal 
market. 

7. Increased sales 

And of course, the top reason why you should train your sales team is that it increases 
your company’s sales. The more sales you achieve, the greater the profits. 

It also helps the team feel successful as they can see where their hard work goes. 

It all starts with you, the leader 

Sales leaders don’t just stick to hiring and watching each sales employee’s 
performance. They should also serve as the team’s coach and mentor. 

Beyond reading numbers, a sales manager should prioritize how to improve a team’s 
capability which will benefit the entire company’s performance. 



You can start by choosing a training program which can help you and your team double 
your sales in 90 days. 

For other tips which can help you effectively hit those sales, check out our special 
reports for free. 
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